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From the story of Moshe being saved by Basya bas Pharaoh, we learn two
great lessons: One, the critical importance of hakaras hatov — feeling gratitude to
others and expressing thankfulness when someone does us a kindness; two, the
importance of achdus — unity and togetherness, predicated by concern for one
another.

Hakaras Hatov — Gratitude
The concept of hakaras hatov is
first accentuated by the Torah in the
story of the sin of Adam Harishon and
Chava. If one were to ask the question,
“What were the first two aveiros in the
history of mankind?” All would agree
that the first one was when Adam

Harishon and his wife Chava ate from
the eitz ha’da’as, contrary to Hashem’s
instructions. But the same consensus
may not exist regarding the second
aveirah.
The popular assumption is that
the second sin recorded in the Torah
was Kayin killing Hevel. Actually, that
F O OD

was the third aveirah. The second
transgression was something else
entirely, an act tied into the first. The
Torah tells us that after the sin of
eating from eitz ha’da’aas, Hashem
demanded of Adam Harishon. “Mi
higid lecha ki eirom atah” who told
you that you are unclothed?” “Hamin
ha’etz asher tzivisi l’vilti achol mimeni
achalta?1 Have you eaten of the tree
from which I commanded you not to
eat?”

1. Bereishis 3:11.
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Adam
Harishon
answered
Hashem defensively, “Ha’isha asher
nasatah imadi, hi nasna li min ha’etz
va’ochal2 the woman whom you
gave to be with me, she gave me of
the tree, and I ate.” Rashi comments
on this pasuk, “Kan kafar b’tovah”
— Here, Adam Harishon showed
his ingratitude and violated the
principle of hakaras hatov. Rather
than appreciating the good that
Hashem did for him by giving him
an eizer kinegdo, a helpmate, he
denied his debt of gratitude and
instead, cast the blame for his
wrongdoing on her: “She gave me of
the tree and I ate.” She, the woman
who You, Hashem, gave me, was the
cause of my downfall!
In place of recognizing the
tremendous kindness Hashem did
for him by providing him with a
woman to assist him and enhance
his life, Adam Harishon used her as
a scapegoat to bear his guilt. This
ungrateful attitude was a sin in
itself. From this story, we learn the
great importance of being aware of
our debt of gratitude and fostering a
feeling of hakaras hatov.
In Parashas Shemos, the Torah
tells us that Moshe was taken from
the water by Bas Pharaoh and he
became like a son to her. “Vatikra
shemo Moshe… ki min hamayim
meshisihu3 — and she called his
name ‘Moshe’… because I drew him
out from the water.” Chazal tell us
that Moshe actually had a number
of names. He was also called
Avigdor, Tuvia, and Yekusiel. The
question arises therefore, why, of all
these names, was Moshe Rabbeinu
primarily called by the name given
to him by a non-Jewish woman
and remembered by this name

for eternity? In fact, in the first
encounter of Hashem and Moshe
Rabbeinu, when Hashem appeared
to him in the burning bush, the
Torah states that Hashem called
out “Moshe, Moshe.”4 Hashem, too,
chose to call him by that name.
Why?
The Torah wishes to accentuate
the importance of hakaras hatov.
This is Hashem’s way of telling
Moshe: This woman saved your
life, and she risked her own life to
do so. Who knows what her evil
father could have done to her had
he found out! She put her life on the
line because of her compassion for
a young, helpless child. Therefore,
Hashem wished to convey to Moshe,
in recognition of her compassion
and kindness, you will always be
called by the name that she gave
you.
A midrash tells us that the
daughter of Pharaoh was misgayer,
and when she converted, she was
given the Hebrew name Basya.
Hashem said to her, “You took a
little boy who was not your son and
risked your life to raise him as your
own –now you will be My daughter
and you will be called ‘Basya,’ the
daughter of Hashem.” Indeed,
another midrash tells us that Basya
reached such lofty levels that she
was one of the few pious people that
entered the World to Come without
experiencing physical death.

Achdus — Unity
When the Torah relates the story
of how Bas Pharaoh saw the reed
basket with Moshe inside, floating
on the waters near the shores of the
Nile, the pasuk tells us, “Vatiftach,
vatirehu es hayeled v’hinei na’ar

bocheh5 — She opened it [the
basket] and saw him, the child, and
behold! A youth was crying.” The
commentaries question the reason
for the change in the noun. First the
Torah says that she saw the “yeled,”
the child, and then the Torah
goes on to say, “Behold! A na’ar, a
youth, was crying.” The word yeled
is always used to connote a much
younger child than a na’ar. A yeled
is an infant, a na’ar is an older child.
How do we explain this change
from yeled to na’ar in mid-sentence?
Rashi answers, “Kolo k’na’ar.”
Indeed, it was a baby who was
crying, but his voice was much more
mature, like that of an older child.
Miraculously, even though Moshe
was just a tiny infant, his voice had
the sound of a more mature youth.
The Ba’al Haturim, however,
suggests a completely different
answer. He explains, “Zeh Aharon
— this was Aharon.” Bas Pharaoh
opened the basket and actually
saw an infant, but what did she
hear? She heard the cry of an older
child, and that na’ar was Aharon.
He was standing on the shores of
the Nile, sobbing over the fate of
his baby brother. This explanation
is somewhat compelling. It’s
not unusual for a baby to cry, all
babies cry. If the infant was crying,
there was little need to mention
it. However, here it was not just
baby Moshe that was crying, it
was Aharon, a grown boy, who was
crying along with him, out of his
deep connection to and concern for
his brother.
Rav Paysach Krohn, the famed
mohel and maggid, beautifully
added that this explanation
also opens our eyes to a new
understanding of the end of the

2. Ibid 3:12.
3. Shemos 2:10.
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5. Ibid 2:6.

pasuk, “Vatachmol alav vatomer,
‘Mi’yaldei ha’Ivrim zeh’6 — She took
pity on him and said, ‘This is one
of the Hebrew boys.’” The question
arises, how did Bas Pharaoh figure out
that the baby was a Jew? The simplest
answer is that she saw he had a bris
milah, so she knew he must be a Jew.
Another possible explanation is that
she thought, which other parent
would imperil his child by putting
him in a basket in the river other than
a Jewish parent who wanted to save
him from the fatal decree of her evil
father? It could only be a Jewish child.
But, says Rav Krohn, with the
explanation of the Ba’al Haturim, we
now have a new way to answer this
question. Bas Pharaoh reasoned that
if the youth on the shore was crying,
not for his own peril, but for the peril
of his brother, this is a Jewish midah,
an emotion found in particular among
the Jewish people.
And that feeling of connection is
not limited to biological brothers. Rav
Eliyahu Roberts shlit’a, Rosh Yeshiva
of the Yeshivas Beis Mordechai of
Teaneck, NJ, adds: Every Monday
and Thursday morning, on which
Tachanun is recited, we say a very
stirring and emotional prayer
after Krias Hatorah: “Acheinu kol
Beis Yisrael, hanisunim batzarah
u’vashivyah — Our brothers, the
entire House of Yisrael, who are in
dire straits and in captivity.” We ask
Hashem to have compassion and
grant them salvation. Rav Roberts
asks: Why does the tefillah open with
the word acheinu, our brothers, rather
than beginning immediately with
“Kol Beis Yisrael?” Why was the word
acheinu added on?
The answer is because this is
our way of expressing our heartfelt
feeling that every single Jew is our

brother or sister, that we feel his
pain, and experience his tzaros as if
it were happening to a blood relative.
Therefore, we cry out to Hashem,
“Acheinu, our brothers and sisters,
who are experiencing an eis tzarah,
please bring them salvation and
redeem them from their difficulties!”
The Chasam Sofer brings a
beautiful comment along these lines
in the beginning of parashas Va’era,
where Hashem explains to Moshe
why He is going to bring about this
great deliverance of the Jews from
Mitzrayim. One explanation Hashem
gives Moshe is “Hakimosi es brisi
itam, lases lahem es Eretz Canaan7 —
I established my covenant with them
to give them the land of Cannan.” I
must keep my word and carry out my
covenant with them, and therefore I
must redeem them.
Then Hashem goes on to offer a
second reason, “V’gam ani shamati
es na’akas Bnei Yisrael8 — Moreover, I
have heard the groan of Bnei Yisrael,”
because of their terrible affliction
at the hands of their Egyption
taskmasters. The Chasam Sofer
suggests that we read these words
with a slightly different interpretation.
Instead
of
“V’gam”
meaning
“moreover” — i.e., “the second reason
I am redeeming them,” it is possible
to understand it as “also.” The pasuk
is saying, “V’gam ani shamati — I also
heard their cries.” When Hashem
saw and heard that the Jews were
groaning not only when they
themselves were beaten and
treated harshly, but that
each Jew cried about the
pain of another Jew being
beaten, he said, since
each Jew cares so much
for one another, “v’gam

ani shamati,” I too shall hear their
pain and have compassion.
To paraphrase the famous
expression, “Hashem helps those
who help…others.” So, Hashem saw
that each Jew in Eretz Mitzrayim that
was being oppressed was concerned
not only with his own afflictions and
persecution, but also with those of
others. Achdus, unity, among the
Jews is a crucial trait, and it must be
expressed by real concern for other
Jews.
There is another type of achdus, a
very destructive one — when people
are bound together, not by common
goals and concern for one another,
but rather by hate and animosity
against a common victim, as we see in
the Middle East. We see an element of
achdus among the nations against the
Jews. When there is common hatred
of the Jewish people and the land of
Israel, sometimes even nations that
are usually at odds will make peace
among themselves in order to forge
ahead with their dastardly schemes.
But in the sphere of Klal Yisrael, we
are bound together with an achdus
that is founded on concern for our
brothers, on deeply felt love for one
another that binds us together as one.
That achdus, coupled with an
unabated feeling of hakaras hatov to
Hashem for all his kindness in the
past and present, will surely propel
Klal Yisrael once again to our
redemption, to the final Geulah,
b’meheyrah,
b’yameinu
Amen!

7. Ibid 6:4.
6. Ibid.

8. Ibid 6:5.
F O OD
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Written by

Rav Shmuel Meir Katz, shlit'a
Chaver Bais Din
Vaad L’Mishmeres Kashrus
KOF-K Kosher Supervision

Gluten for
Punishment –

No More

Once Rebbi [Yehuda Hanasi] was suffering from an intestinal ailment. He
asked, “Is there anyone who knows whether the apple cider of idol worshippers is
permitted (i.e. do we have to be afraid that prohibited wine was mixed in to it)?”
R’ Yishmael the son of R’ Yosi said to him, “My father once had this illness and
was served apple cider of an idol worshipper which had been aged 70 years, and
it healed him.”
…They subsequently took up a search and discovered an idol worshipper who
had in his possession 300 barrels of apple cider that had been aged 70 years.
Rabbi Drank of this cider and he too was cured. He then recited this blessing:
“Baruch hamakom shemasar olamo l’shomrim” — Blessed is the Omnipresent who
entrusted His world to (reliable) keepers.”
Avodah Zarah 40 b

“Reliable Keepers” in Service of
Celiacs
While it is anybody’s guess whether
the intestinal woes of Rabbeinu
Hakadosh were in any way related to
celiac disease, Rabbi’s exclamation
8
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“Baruch hamakom shemasar olamo
l’shomrim” should resonate well with
modern-day celiacs1.

In the past several years, more
and more people seem to be suffering
from this affliction, as evidenced by
all the hype over gluten-free products.
(Why this is so is not in the purview of
our discussion here, but many experts
point a finger at the westernization of
our environment, and especially of our
food habits, as the prime suspect2.)
After careful study, scientists have
concluded that oats apparently do not
contain gluten. The proteins in oats
are structured differently from those
in the rest of the five grain species
usable for the mitzvah of matzoh

the intestinal lining.
1. Celiac disease is a toxic reaction in sensitive
individuals to the protein gluten which attacks

2. Another factor implicated is emotional
stress.

on Pesach. That makes oats a great
source for gluten-free matzos for
celiac sufferers. Or does it?
This berachah of “Baruch hamakom
shemasar olamo l’shomrim” applies
very well to the gluten-free industry
in general, but, as we shall see, it rings
especially true, quite appropriately,
on the leil shimurim, the night of the
Pesach Seder.
The quest for gluten-free shmurah
matzoh was, and is, carried on by
many shomrim, for the hurdles are not
few…

Feeling One’s Oats – despite
Scientific Challenges
The first hurdle was set up by
Dr. Yehuda Felix z”l (1922-2005), a
Polish-born Jew who was a professor
of botany at Bar Ilan University. Dr.
Felix, a Torah observant Jew and
prolific author of numerous books
and essays, wrote a guide to the
Mishnaic order of Zera’im by the name
of Maros Hamishnah. In this work, Dr.
Felix attempts to identify all of the
many flora and fauna mentioned by
Rabbeinu Hakadosh in the Mishnah.
Now, this writer had the zechus
to hear shiurim from the great Gaon
and Tzaddik Rav Dovid Kronglass zt”l
of Ner Yisrael Yeshiva in Baltimore.
Rabbi Kronglass told his students
that when he learned Zera’im in the
Mirrer Yeshiva in Shanghai and came
across a reference to an unfamiliar
species, he would say, “It is some kind
of a vegetable,” or “This is some kind
of tree.” Yet, he stated, was still able
to plumb the depths of the Mishnah,
the Yerushalmi and the Rishonim.
(The end product was his sefer Divrei
David.)
Dr. Felix, however, had a different
perspective. He analyzed whatever
evidence he could find and made
his deductions as to the precise
agricultural identity of all these “kinds

of vegetables.”
Enter shiboles shual. The species
known as shiboles shual is one of the
five grains to which the Torah attaches
much distinction in many mitzvos
and prohibitions: bikurim, birkas
hamazon, challah, chadash, chametz,
and …. matzoh. For hundreds of years,
shiboles shual had been translated by
the melamdim of generations gone by
as “haver” and by Rashi and the other
commentators as “avina” – in other
words, oats.3

unperturbed by the disparity between
oats and barley. As a matter of fact,
Rashi uses the distinct appearance of
the oat florets to explain the reference
to foxes in its name, “shiboles shual.”
He says7 that the name shiboles shual
stems from the similarity of the head
of the plant, with florets spreading out
in all directions, to the tail of a fox.
Rav Mertzbach’s comments on the
entire issue are well worth quoting:
Be that as it may, the words
of the Rambam8 are well known,
that kabbalah (oral tradition)
and ma’aseh (practical example)
are major pillars in determining
halachah, and are worth relying
on. And the oral tradition and
practical example of more than
a thousand years is that shiboles
shual, according to the opinion of
most commentaries, is the grain
we call by this name [i.e., oats].

But this did not sit well with
Professor Felix for reasons spelled
out in his Maros Hamishnah. The
good doctor chose instead to identify
shiboles shual as two-rowed barley, as
opposed to se’orim which would be
limited to six-rowed and four-rowed
barley. The full discussion that this
assertion generated is beyond the
scope of our discussion4, but let us
take a quick look at one of Dr. Felix’s
points. As a matter of fact, taking a
quick look is exactly what the doctor
suggested: It is immediately apparent
to anyone who looks at an oat plant
that the plant bears little resemblance
to barley, if any. This seems to be a
strong argument against identifying
oats as shiboles shual, for the Mishnah5
clearly states that barley and shiboles
shual are considered as one species.

Along comes Dr. Felix’s
new study… and identifies it
otherwise. Not only does he deem
the explanation incorrect, but
in the new Mishnayos, he adds a
picture [of oats] and shows that
it was “mistaken identification.”
From now on, a young boy who
learns from Dr. Felix’s Mishnayos
understands that Rashi was
wrong, the Rishonim 9were
wrong, all the Acharonim were
wrong. Only in our time did the
truth come to light. That is the
reality and no other!

Rav Yonah Mertzbach zt”l (19001980), rabbi of Darmshtadt and later
Rosh Yeshiva of Kol Torah in Jerusalem,
penned an essay6 championing the
traditional identification of shiboles
shual as oats. He points out that Rashi,
et al, were well aware of what oat
plants looked like and were seemingly

3. Rashi in Pesachim 35a and Menachos
70b; Rabbeinu Gershom on Menachos ibid;
Rabbeinu Ovadiah Mi’Barternura Kilayim 1:1.
4. Much of the discussion is synopsized in
Nishmas Avrahom O.C. 461:4.
5. Kilayim 1:1.
6. The piece appears in Aleh Yonah p 446.
F O OD

… If, from this point on, every
young boy who learns will then
proceed to open his mouth and
deride what was handed down
to us from the early generations,

7. Pesachim 35a.
8. Hilchos Shemittah 10:6.
9. Rav Mertzach here alludes to the minority of
Rabeinu Nossan Avi HaYeshivah (13th century)
which is in line with that of Dr. Felix.
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that shiboles shual is what we
call as such, and will understand,
with the approval of ge’onim,
great scholars, the finest yeshiva
products, that plain and simple,
it was all a mistake, an error,
what will be the outcome of such
learning and education in all
areas?!
…And what will we do if
tomorrow or some time in the
future, people will get up and
permit oatmeal and everything
else we identify today as shiboles
shual for consumption on
Pesach? And they will present
their indubitable proof: Scientific
researchers, under the supervision
of the ge’onim of the central and
respected Torah institution,
Bnei Zion, clearly proved that
it was an unfortunate error and
mistaken understanding all this
time to consider oats among the
five species of grain. It is not a
subspecies or graft from wheat,
barley, spelt or rye, and certainly
is not shiboles shual. After all, the
real shiboles shual was identified
by scientific experts under the
supervision of Torah scholars,
and you will find this in all
editions of the Mishnayos from
now on, without debate. It was

unnecessarily prohibited, the
result of an error by the Rishonim
and Acharonim over hunDr.eds of
years.

and “definitive identifications,” it
seems to us that they have made a
grave blunder.

As to the caveat printed at
the beginning of the book that
the identifications in Maros
Hamishnah are not meant as
halachah l’ma’aseh, just for the
purpose of clarifying the words
of Chazal, that is fine and good in
theory. But in any case [the book
implies], once the matter has been
“clarified,” why should we be strict
on erroneous grounds, especially
for the ill and the young?

Rav Yoseph Ephrati shlita of
Yerushalayim also wrote on this topic.10
He quotes Rav Azriel Zelig Auerbach
shlita, who was told by “one of the
publishers of Maros Hamishnah” that
after the Maros Hamishnah appeared
in print, Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l
informed him that “even if you were to
bring another thousand proofs (that
shiboles shual is two-rowed barley),
you will not be able to change the
tradition of Klal Yisrael!”11

The blame for all this will
lie on the shoulders of the ones
who published this Mishnah.
“Chachamim, watch what you
say!” lest people learn from you to
distort the truth and be lenient.
With all due respect to this man
of science, from whom we have
learned much and will yet learn
much, and with all due respect to
the publishers and editors as well,
who have produced and will yet
produce works to enhance and
increase the honor of Torah, in
this case, by putting a scientific
study together with the Mishnah
of Rabbi, and by using terms
like “erroneous identifications”

From Theory to Practice
Having established that oats are
indeed one of the five species of grain,
we now know that we can produce
matzos that are both gluten-free
and appropriate for the mitzvah12.
Theoretically.
Kudos to Rabbi Asher Westheim
shlita of Manchester, England who,
at the behest of Rabbi Ephraim
Kestenbaum, researched the entire
process of oat harvesting, milling and
baking, with an eye to the feasibility
of baking oat shmurah matzoh. He
published his findings in the Torah
journal Kol Hatorah13 in the form of a
lengthy and scholarly responsum.

10. Halichos Sadeh # 57.
11. Dr. Felix did indeed write a rather weak
rejoinder to Rabbi Ephrati’s article, also printed
in Halichos Sadeh, but he clearly states that
he is only writing from a botanical standpoint
and he leaves Halachic decisions to others.
He closes his article with the observation that
“it is well understood that even a heavenly
voice cannot countermand the decision of the
halachic authorities.”
12. As opposed to matzoh–style products that
are gluten-free and look like the real thing but
contain none of the five grains. Caveat emptor!
These wafers are not matzos, their brocha is
shehakol, and they have no place at a Seder
table!
13. Issue 59, Spring 2005.
10
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One of the main problems he
deals with is the possibility that the
tried and true methods of baking
wheat shemurah matzoh may not
be guaranteed to be proper for
oats; maybe oats become chametz
faster than wheat. While we have
established that we could and
should rely on the tradition that
oats are acceptable for the mitzvah
of matzoh, we still do not have any
tradition that tells us the details of the
procedure! Rabbi Westheim deals at
length with this issue and lays these
concerns to rest. He also adds one
bit of very valuable information: In a
well-known responsum14, the Rav of
Yerushalayim, Harav Yitzchak Y. Weiss
zt”l, discourages the use of oat matzo
even for celiacs on these very grounds,
the lack of a precise tradition on the
baking procedure. Rabbi Westheim
reports
that
he
subsequently
discussed the matter with Dayan
Weiss, who agreed that with proper
safeguards (baruch shemasar olamo
l’shomrim…) he would sanction the
production of oat matzoh for the
celiac population.

Uncontaminated Oats
Fine and well, but there is
need for still more shomrim: Not
all oats are created equal, and the
search continues for those areas or
individual farms that produce truly
gluten-free oats in a truly glutenfree environment, safe from crosscontamination by gluten-carrying
grains. Hashem’s shomrim discovered
areas on the British Isles where very
little wheat is grown, and therefore
the indigenous oat crops are glutenfree at an acceptable level.
With the recent trend to produce
GF (gluten-free) products, many
stateside farmers have begun

14. Minchas Yitzchak 9:49.

investing much effort to guarantee
that their grains are absolutely glutenfree. These shomrim make sure that
the fields they plant for oats have
not been used for wheat or other
glutenous crops for the previous
two years. They also ensure that the
combines used for the harvest are
exclusively dedicated to gluten-free
products.
But even this is not enough! The
sad fact is that grain fields usually
do not yield a 100% pure harvest.
Birds and animals are prone to
spreading seeds in their wanderings,
and it is quiet common to find crossplanting, such as random individual
rye plants sprouting in wheat fields.
(This explains the unwitting kilayim
problem mentioned in the first
mishnah of tractate Shekalim.) The
gluten-free farmer has no recourse
other than to walk through his fields
from time to time during the growing
season and eyeball his entire acreage.15
Talk about shomrim!

Letting Off Steam
And so! The species has been
identified, its permissibility has been
confirmed, the grains have been found
and inspected, and we are ready to
bake. Or are we?
In his essay, Rabbi Westheim
points out the next hurdle that must
be overcome: lipids. Lipids are a fatty
component of oats, and when they are
released during the hulling process,
they react with the air, producing an
enzymatic reaction which gives the
oats a somewhat bitter taste. The
common practice to avoid this issue
is with a heating process in huge
cylinders. Rabbi Westheim points out
two halachic problems inherent in
this process:
1) The heat may very well toast the
grains, resulting in what halachah
calls kilayos. According to most
poskim, toasted grain or flour may
not be used for the Seder matzos,
because it is impossible for such
grain to sprout and become
chametz. Since the Seder matzos
must be shmurah, guarded from
becoming chametz, any process

15. Gluten-free certification also includes an
inspection of the harvested grain.
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that obviates the need for shmirah
releases us from physically
watching it during the kneading
and baking and thus, somewhat
counter-intuitively, renders the
matzo non-shmurah!
2)

A greater problem, Rabbi
Westheim astutely points out,
is that the grains release steam
during this process, which in all
probability condenses on the
other grains. This condensation,
while not considered water by
halachic standards, is considered
mei peiros ( fruit juice). When
mixed with water, mei peiros
accelerate the leavening process,16
quite a problem for all Passover
matzos, let alone shmurah!

Rabbi Westheim writes that he
sent these questions to Rav Shmuel
Wosner shlita of Bnei Brak (baruch
hamakom shemasar olamo l’shomrim).
He quotes Rav Wosner’s responsum,17
which states unequivocally that since
we are dealing with a great need –
these consumers really have no other
choice – we may rely on the opinions
that are lenient in regard to each
question.18 It should be noted that
due to the b’di’eved (ex post facto)
ramifications of this responsum,
matzoh bakeries currently attempt
other expedients to mitigate this
enzymatic activity.

Oat Shemurah Matzoh, Thanks
to the Shomer Yisrael!
Well!

We

are

beginning

to

16. See O.C. 462.
17. Also printed in Shevet Halevi 9:117.
18. I.e., those who say that the impossibility
of becoming chametz only disqualifies other
species, such as rice and millet, but does not
disqualify a “kosher” species that underwent
some specific treatment, (question 1); and
those who say that mei peiros that have dried
out (as in our situation) do not accelerate the
leavening process when introduced to water
(question 2).
12
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appreciate
the
difficulty
of
bringing
our
suffering
brethren their
matzos
shel
mitzvah.
The
story is not
quite over, for
this narrative
would
not
be
complete
w i t h o u t
mentioning
the difficulties
of the baking
process itself.
Best wishes for a
You see, gluten
isn’t all bad.
One function
of gluten is
that it provides
a
certain
stickiness and
“stretchability”
to dough. (As a
matter of fact,
gluten is what
makes chewing
gum
chewy.)
Oat
dough
is
pitifully
Seder table with a renewed sense of
lacking in this respect, of course,
kinship with the prince of Klal Yisrael,
and is therefore rather resistant to
Rabbeinu Hakadosh, and recite his
remaining “cohesive” enough for the
personal berachah: “Baruch Hamakom
baker to still have a whole matzoh by
shemasar olamo l’shomrim.” Your
the time he is ready to put it in the
gluten-free oat shmurah matzoh has
oven. Considerable effort is expended19
multiple shemiros:
by yet another group of Hashem’s
Shemirah from chametz of course,
shomrim to tweak the recipe, adjust
the kneading, and monitor the dough,
Shemirah from well-meaning
to ensure that an actual entire matzo
botanists,
is brought to the oven.
Shemirah from cross-planting
But brought to the oven they
birds, and hopefully
are, and so, dear celiac readers, this
Shemirah from foul tasting
leil shimurim you can sit at your
enzymes.

חג כשר ושמח

19. This writer heard one bakery manager
describe this part of the adventure as a
“nightmare.”

Maybe some good, stout apple
cider wouldn’t be a bad idea either...

Rabbi Ahron Felder, shlit'a
Chaver Bais Din
Vaad L’Mishmeres Kashrus
KOF-K Kosher Supervision

The following is a halachic discussion concerning the question of whether
a ger (convert to Judaism) who converts during Sefiras Ha’omer may count
the days with a berachah. Opinions are also mentioned regarding the same
question as it applies to a katan (a boy under the age of thirteen) who becomes
bar mitzvah during Sefiras Ha’omer. For a complete discussion of this halachic
topic, refer to sefer She’elas Aharon siman 59.

Make a Berachah or Not?
Some poskim, such as the Tziyunim
L’Torah1 unequivocally rule that the
child who reaches adulthood between
Pesach and Shavuos can count the
Omer with a berachah. Since this
mitzvah is newly bestowed upon him
when he reaches the age of thirteen,
and from that point and on, he fulfills
his obligation of counting in its
entirety, the mitzvah is deemed to be
with “temimus,” complete.
Interestingly, the very similar issue
of a ger who converted to Judaism
during this period of the year is the

|

A significant roster of poskim2
maintain that a non-Jew who became
a ger during the days of Sefirah should
count the remaining days without a
berachah, because counting all the
days of Sefirah is considered one
inseparable mitzvah. If he missed even
one day, the mitzvah is interrupted
and a berachah may not be recited
on the remaining days. Since the ger

2. Sefer SefirasHa’omer, 2:14; Gerus K’halachah
8:12; Mishnas Hager, 12:4; see also Shu”t Pri
Ha’aretz and Birkei Yosef.

1. Ch. 12.
14

subject of much debate. While the
Tziyunim L’Torah would likely rule
here too that the ger may count with a
berachah, other poskim feel otherwise.
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missed the beginning days of the
counting, he cannot count now with a
berachah.3

New Birth, New Obligation
The root of this difference of
opinion may perhaps lie in a debate
between the Rema and the Bach. The
Rema writes4 that a ger should not
recite the berachah “Shelo asani goy”
(Blessed…who did not create me a
non-Jew) in Birkos Hashachar, as it
would be an untruth: Even though the
ger has now converted and become a
member of the Jewish people, he was
in fact created a non-Jew. Therefore,
rules the Rema, he should rephrase
the berachah as “she’asani Yehudi” —
thanking Hashem for making him a
Jew.

3. These opinions are based on the shitah
of the Bahag on the Tosafos Menachos 66a,
beginning with the words Zecher lamikdash hu.
4. O.C. 46:4.

The Taz5 cites the opinion of the
Bach, who disagrees with the Rema,
asserting that this rephrased berachah
is just as untrue as the first. Hashem
did not create him as a ger; he adopted
the Jewish faith of his own free will.
So, the ger can say neither “shelo asani
goy” nor “she’asani Yehudi.”

the ger was the same person when he
counted the first days of the Omer,
but was not yet a Jew, he cannot make
the berachah on the days that remain
after his gerus.)

But the Taz rejects the Bach’s
opinion and upholds the Rema’s ruling
based on the following reasoning:
Chazal say that a person who becomes
a ger is regarded as a newly born
child. With his conversion, the ger
becomes a new creation, physically
and spiritually. True, the ger cannot
honestly say “shelo asani goy,” because
when he first entered this world, he
did so as a non-Jew, and he continued
to draw life from this initial birth for
some time. But, according to the Taz,
he can make the berachah “She’asani
Yehudi” without compunctions, since
in the rebirth of his gerus, Hashem
indeed recreated him as a Jew.

There are additional explanations
given why a bar mitzvah boy should
be able to continue counting the
Omer with a berachah. The Maharam
Schick6 points out that the pasuk
commanding us to count Sefiras
Ha’omer says “Temimos teheyenah”
– i.e., the seven weeks should be
complete; it does not say that the one
counting must be complete. In other
words, even if the person counting
was not obligated in the mitzvah
when he counted some of the days,
nevertheless, when he becomes a bar
chiyuva, he may continue making the
berachah for the remaining days, even
according to those opinions that say
that if one skipped a day, he cannot
make the berachah when counting
the rest of the days. This is because,
when all is said and done, the days
are complete, not one was omitted,
even if the counter himself was not
“complete” – i.e., of equal obligation
throughout.

Therefore, according to this
opinion, the ger can make a berachah
upon counting the remaining days
of Sefiras Ha’omer, because this
mitzvah was newly given to him at
his conversion, when he received a
new body and spirit. The days he did
not count before his gerus are not
considered a flaw in his perfect and
complete counting, because in his
original persona, he was not obligated
in the counting altogether.

Perfect Count, not Perfect
Counter

(Though the Bach surely was
aware of this Chazal and would not
have refuted it, he may have felt that
Chazal made this statement only in
order to permit the ger relationships
that would have been forbidden to
him as a non-Jew [e.g., his close birth
relatives], but did not mean to imply
that he becomes a new physical
entity. Since, according to the Bach,

How does this reasoning apply to
a ger who converted during Sefiras
Ha’omer? According to those who
maintain that the ger is like a newly
born baby only insofar as allowing him
previously forbidden relationships,
while for other purposes, he is the
same creation, we would certainly
put the ger in the same category as
the katan turning bar mitzvah. In that
case, he too would be permitted to
continue counting the days remaining
after his conversion with a berachah,
since they would unquestionably

5. Ibid 46:5.

6. Sefer Hamitzvos, Mitzvah 306.

join the days he counted before his
conversion. No days were omitted
from his count, so there is no reason
he should not continue with a
berachah.
But what would be the din
according to those who maintain that
the statement of Chazal deems the
ger like a new creation, with a new
body and spirit? In that case, would
the days preceding the gerus connect
to the days after, allowing him to
continue counting with a berachah,
or would they be considered a new,
incomplete counting, relating to an
entirely different person?

The Living Dead
In order to find the solution
according to this opinion, let us
momentarily digress to an entirely
different subject: The Gemara in
Yerushalmi7 discusses the case of a
person who gives his wife a get (a
divorce document) before setting
off on a journey, with the get slated
to take effect at the end of twelve
months if he has not returned by that
time. During these twelve months,
reliable information reaches the wife
stating that the husband died. Is she
permitted to remarry immediately or
must she wait until conclusion of the
twelve months?
Rabbi Chagai holds that she may
remarry immediately, while Rabbi
Yosef states that she may not marry
anyone else until the full year has
elapsed, since “perhaps a miracle
will take place and he will actually be
alive and return to her.” Rabbi Yosef
maintains that even if the husband
definitely died in the interim, his wife
would not be permitted to anyone
until the pending get reaches her at
the end of the twelve months. Even
though, ordinarily, the marital tie

7. Gittin, Perek “Mi she’achazu,” halachah 3.
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though theoretically, that
first identity ended and a
new being was created. If
anything, this would be an
even lighter case than the
dead husband continuing
to “live,” since the ger
is alive and breathing,
albeit in a new persona.
Consequently, the final
days he counts after the
gerus connect with the
first days he counted
before the gerus, rendering
the count a perfect entity.

Voluntary Observance

is severed by death or divorce, in
this case, since she is tied to him by
the get, the husband’s death is not
acknowledged until the get is handed
over to her at the conclusion of the
preset time.
What has this to do with our ger?
Since, according to most opinions,
the obligation of counting Sefiras
Ha’omer these days is d’rabbanan,
a rabbinical obligation, the ger who
converts in the middle of this period
of time can continue counting with
a berachah even though his body
was recreated and halachically he is
a new creation, because he can rely
on the opinion of Rabbi Yosef. Just
as the hapless husband continues
to “live” after his death, until the
conclusion of the preset period, so
we can say that the ger continues to
live in his original identity until the
period of Sefiras Ha’omer is concluded
for purposes of this mitzvah, even
16
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The Maharam Schick8
suggests an additional
angle to shed light on
this question. He writes
that the minor who
attains adulthood during
the days of Sefirah may
continue counting with
a berachah because his
previous counting falls
into the category of an “eino metzuveh
v’oseh,” a person who does a mitzvah
without having been commanded to
do so. The same would be true for a ger
who converts in the middle of Sefiras
Ha’omer, who began the count before
his gerus.
Regarding a ger who does a mitzvah
before his conversion, the Rambam9
writes: “A ben Noach can do mitzvos
like a Jew, and he receives reward like
an eino metzuveh v’oseh.”10 In a different
place,11 the Rambam writes: “If a
ben Noach wishes to do a mitzvah in
order to receive reward like a Jew, we

8. Shu”t Maharam Schick, O.C. 269.

do not prevent him from doing so.”
The Radbaz also writes that the ger
is regarded with the laws of an eino
metzuveh v’oseh.
Rabbi Moshe Feinstein zt”l
disagrees on this point and maintains12
that a non-Jew who does a mitzvah
receives no reward at all. He relates
in his responsum to the above quote
from the Rambam and discusses his
interpretation of it. Still, his opinion
requires in-depth study, in light of the
Rambam’s stance in his responsum, as
well as the Midrash on parashas Noach13
which states: “In the future, Hashem
will send out a proclamation saying,
‘Whoever did not eat swine his entire
life should come get his reward,’ and
many of the nations of the world who
never ate swine will come to get their
reward.”14

Complete – in Every Way!
The upshot of this discussion is
that, for a number of reasons, a ger
who converted in the middle of Sefiras
Ha’omer, and certainly a boy who
became bar mitzvah during this time,
may continue counting the Omer with
a berachah, and need not be concerned
that there is any flaw in his “Temimos
teheyena.”
The true definition of “temimos”
is one that applies not only to a ger
she’nisgayer and a bar mitzvah boy,
but to every single Jew, as the Midrash
says:15 When are they [the seven weeks]
temimos, complete? When we do the
will of Hashem!” May we merit doing
the will of Hashem during these weeks,
and every day of the year! Amen!

12. Igros Moshe Y.D. Vol. II, 67.

9. Shu”t Harambam 68.

13. Midrash Rabbah Koheles 1:28, cited in the
book Toldos Noach p. 119.

10. See also Mishnayos Terumos 3:9, where he
writes that bnei Noach who do mitzvos receive
some reward because they are regarded as an
eino metzuveh v’oseh.

14. See Ch. 1 in the above mentioned sefer,
where he elaborates on this subject, especially
in light of other questions he brings up
regarding Rabbi Moshe Feinstein’s opinion.

11. Hilchos Melachim 10:10.

15. Vayikra Rabbah 28:3.

Shiur given by

Rabbi Ari Senter
Director of Halachic Standards

“Kiddush, Kiddush!” Rabbi Kister stood at the head of the table, trying in vain to
catch his guests’ attention. The crowd inched towards the table, but their host was
not satisfied.
“Nu, nu!” he urged.
“I think everyone is here,” one guest remarked, scanning the table for absentees.
“Nu, nu!” the host repeated.
“Can’t you see,” another guest piped up. “He’s waiting for everybody to sit
down.”
Oddly, at the very same moment, a different guest said, “He’s waiting for
everybody to…stand up!”
Instantly, the source of misunderstanding was revealed! But the mystery remains:
Sit for Kiddush? Stand for Havdalah? Stand for Kiddush and sit for Havdalah? In the
following pages, we will attempt to clarify this topic. When the conclusions have
been reached, will this be “Kister’s last stand…?”

Anyone who has had opportunity
to be a Shabbos guest in different
homes can tell you that sitting
or standing for Havdalah or for
Kiddush – all or some of it – is a
matter of custom, and the customs

vary widely. The question is: How did
these customs develop? What is the
halachic source for the different ways
of performing these mitzvos?
To make matters even more
F O OD

interesting, the Vilna Gaon wrote
that it is proper to conduct oneself in
one way, and yet Rav Chaim Volozhin
testified that he personally saw the
Gaon conduct himself in the opposite
way! What is the deciding factor:
the apparent halachic preference, or
the personal example of the Gaon,
as attested to by his outstanding
disciple?

In these pages, we will attempt to
understand the reasons behind the
various views and how those reasons
led to the variant minhagim that
evolved. One thing we can assure you
from the start: Whether your Zeidy
stood or sat, he had a leg to stand on
(or a chair to sit on…) and you can
follow your family custom with a clear
conscience!
F OR
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The Tie That Binds
Let us begin with the earliest
source: The Tosafos in Berachos1
acknowledges that the minhag at the
time was to say Havdalah standing
up. He then challenges the validity of
this minhag. When a group of people
is sitting (or reclining, as was the
practice then)2 next to a common
table, this binds them together as one
entity and enables the mavdil to be
motzi all of them with his berachah.
But if the person making Havdalah
and his listeners are standing, what
is the commonality that binds them
together as a group? How can the
mavdil be motzi the listeners in their
obligation of wine and Havdalah?
The Tosafos suggests that the
fact that they are all obligated in the
mitzvah and come together to hear
Havdalah in order to carry out their
common obligation is sufficient to
render them a unified group for all
purposes. With this, the Tosafos
“excuses” the custom of standing, but
he makes it clear that, in his opinion
this is not ideal: “Therefore, it is right
and proper for the mavdil and his
listeners to sit during Havdalah, so
that it will appear as keva (a set group)
and he will exempt them [with his
berachah].”

Permitted, But Not Preferred
Rav Moshe Feinstein3 explains
the opinion of Tosafos regarding the
preference for sitting at Kiddush
and Havdalah. He maintains that in
Tosafos’s opinion the “minhag” to
stand for Kiddush is not a halachically
based minhag at all. True, the Rema4
writes that one may stand for

Kiddush, but that does not mean to
say he is deeming it a worthy custom.
On the contrary, we might have
assumed that standing for Kiddush is
prohibited, since Kiddush is supposed
to be said b’makom seudah, in the
place where one is going to eat. The
Rema enlightened us that standing for
Kiddush is also acceptable and will
effectively carry out the obligation,
but he was certainly not giving it the
status of a recommended minhag, as
is evident from his concluding phrase,
“And it is better to sit.”
That, Rav Moshe explains, is why
Tosafos can start off saying that it
was common practice at the time
for people to stand, go on to clarify
why this practice would be effective,
and then turn around and reject it.
If standing was considered a wellfounded minhag, the Tosafos would
not have recommended veering from
that practice in places where the
custom was to stand. A minhag has
explicit halachic force. As Rav Moshe
writes elsewhere,5 if an Ashkenazi is
a shliach tzibur in a Sephardic shul,
and they are saying Hallel Shalem
with a berachah, he is obligated to
join them, rather than be poreish min
ha’tzibbur by conducting himself from
differently from the local minhag.
Apparently, Tosafos was of the
opinion that standing for Kiddush
and Havdalah never was accorded the
force of a minhag¸ but merely evolved
into common practice because it was
permitted.

“To Sit in the Sukkah”
The Rambam6 addresses the
standing/sitting question in the
unique context of Kiddush in the
sukkah. When entering the sukkah
on Sukkos, the Rambam holds, one

1. 43 a. See also Mordechai ibid.
2. See Berachos 42a and Tosafos ibid, section
beginning “Hesebu.”
3. Igros Moshe O.C. Vol. 5, siman 16.

5. O.C. Vol. II, siman 94.

4. O.C. 271:10.

6. Hilchos Shofar V’sukkah V’lulav 6:12.
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should first recite the berachah of
“leisheiv ba’sukkah,” and only then sit
down, so that the berachah will be
oveir l’asiyasah, preceding the mitzvah.
On leil Sukkos, this rationale compels
us to say Kiddush standing up, since
Kiddush precedes the berachah of
leisheiv. The Rambam says one should
stand for Kiddush and for leisheiv
and then sit down for the berachah
of She’hecheyanu. He concludes by
saying that “this was the minhag
of rabbanei Sefarad.” Seemingly,
the only night they
stood for

Kiddush
was leil Sukkos,
to resolve the leisheiv issue,
while normally, they sat.
The Ra’avad comments there
that this was never the custom of
his community, and he explains
why not: “Leisheiv is always al da’as
achilah.” Even though the berachah is
phrased, “leisheiv,” to sit in the sukkah,
we always intend the berachah to
also include eating in the sukkah.
Consequently, the mitzvah for which
we are saying the berachah is not
completed until we begin to eat.
Therefore, we can make the berachah
sitting down, and it will still be
considered oveir la’asiyasah, preceding
the act of the mitzvah, as long as we
have not yet begun the meal.
(The Birkas Shmuel would make a
berachah of leisheiv ba’sukkah upon
visiting people in their sukkah, before
sitting down, even without eating.
This would fit with the Rambam’s

approach that the mitzvah is the
sitting, not necessarily the eating.
Rabbi Mordechai Schwab zt”l
followed the minhag of his rebbe, Rav
Baruch Ber, in this respect.)

the words of the Tosafos, who wrote
that it is right and proper for the
mavdil and his listeners to sit.”

In any case, we deduce from here
that as a rule, the Rambam ruled that
one should say Kiddush sitting down.
The case of leil Sukkos was pointed out
as an exception to the rule.

If both Tosafos and the Rema seem
to vehemently recommend sitting,
and the Rambam is of the same
opinion, where did the minhag of
standing for Kiddush and Havdalah
originate? We have already touched
on some of the objective advantages
of sitting – creating a unified group to
be included in the obligation, Kiddush
b’makom se’udah. But what are the
advantages of standing?

The Beis Yosef7 calls upon this
Rambam to prove that even though it
may be preferable to sit, it is clear that
one may nevertheless execute his
obligation of
Kiddush by
standing. As
long as he is
standing near
the table, this
is considered
an
adequate
actualization
of
Kiddush
b’makom
se’udah. If one
could
not
fulfill
his
obligation by
standing,
the Rambam would not have
recommended standing up for
Kiddush on leil Sukkos.
In Havdalah as well, the Beis Yosef8
quotes a roster of early poskim9 who
say that gathering together for the
purpose of a mitzvah is enough of a
kevi’us to enable the mavdil to be motzi
the listeners both with Havdalah and
with the berachah of borei pri hagofen,
even if they are standing, not sitting.
This, indeed, is the prevalent minhag
in the Ashkenazic community. With
all that, the Beis Yosef concludes by
siding with Tosafos, “And yet, we have

Arguments for Standing

In addressing this question,
the Orchos Chaim10 focuses on the
concept of standing in honor of the
King. He explains that in Havdalah,
we are escorting the King, Hashem,
on His way out from Shabbos, and
escorting is always done standing
up. In Kiddush, we are also escorting
the King, and for this reason, the
minhag should logically have been
to say Kiddush standing up as well.
However, since Kiddush must be
b’makom se’udah, we have no choice
but to sit. Standing at the beginning
and then sitting down for the end
would appear ludicrous. (Though this
is not an uncommon minhag today, it
is interesting to note that the Rema’s
preferred method for Kiddush was to
sit the entire time, even for Vayechulu,
perhaps for this reason.)
Therefore, says the Orchos Chaim,
when Yom Tov falls on Motzaei
Shabbos, and we say the special
formula known as Yaknehaz, which
includes both Havdalah and Kiddush,
the minhag is to say the entire thing
sitting down, in deference to the
Kiddush part, even though that entails
sitting for Havdalah.

In practice, how do the poskim
rule?
The
Shulchan
Aruch
says
unequivocally to sit for Havdalah.11 As
to Kiddush at night, he rules that one
should stand for Vayechulu and sit for
the rest.12
The Vilna Gaon,13 in his typically
abbreviated manner, merely refers the
reader to Tosafos and adds the words,
“V’chen ikar,” this is the primary
halachah. In other words, he seems to
embrace the opinion of Tosafos that
sitting is the preferred position.
The Rema14 acknowledges that
some advocate the opinion to stand
for Havdalah, and admits that
this is the prevalent minhag. For
Kiddush, however, he maintains15
that though standing is acceptable,
it is far preferable to sit. He advises
sitting even for Vayechulu, ceding
that one may stand just for the first
few words, “Yom hashishi, vayechulu
hashamayim,” the initials of which
spell out Hashem’s Name, yud-kehvov-keh. This custom is not commonly
practiced today.

Stand Up and Testify
We mentioned above that
according to the Shulchan Aruch,
one should stand for the section of
“Vayechulu,” and sit afterwards, and
this is indeed one of the prevalent
customs. The reason standing is
required for the recital of “Vayechulu”
is because this paragraph is
considered an eidus, testimony that
Hashem created the world, and
testimony must always be given in a

11. O.C. Hilchos Shabbos 296:6.
12. O.C. 271:10.

7. O.C. siman 271.

13. Siman 296, in regard to Havdalah.

8. O.C. siman 296.
9. Mordechai, Berachos, end of siman 145; Agur,
siman 420; Sefer Agudah, Berachos siman 157.

Taking Tally

14. 296:6.
10. Hilchos Havdalah, Siman 27.

15. 271:10.
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standing position.16
But we also said that some poskim
recommend sitting even for this
section of Kiddush. How so? The
Mishnah Berurah17 explains that once
a person has given his “testimony” in
shul, i.e., by standing up and saying
“Vayechulu” in davening, it is not
necessary for him to stand again
when saying it in Kiddush. Some
understand, however,18 that
this
would
be true if the
person
were
making Kiddush
for himself and for
others in his situation.
If, however, he intends
to be motzi people
who were not in shul,
such as the women of the
household, the mekadesh
would have to stand
for “Vayechulu” in
Kiddush as well.
The
Divrei
Yatziv19 (the SanzKlausenberg
Rebbe)
questions why we do
not sit through the entire
“Vayechulu,” and offers the
following insight: The Rema
was very exacting regarding the
obligation of Kiddush b’makom
se’udah. In keeping with this
approach, he said we should
wash before Kiddush, so
that we can make
the birkas hamotzi
as soon as Kiddush
is
over,
bringing
Kiddush as close to

16. See O.C. 268:7 and Mishnah Berurah se’if
katan 19.

the se’udah as possible.20 Since the
Rema held strongly that there should
be no break whatsoever between
Kiddush and the meal, he said the
entire Kiddush sitting down, to carry
out the obligation of kevi’us makom,
establishing the place of the meal.
But in most communities, that
minhag is no longer practiced. In
virtually all families (with some
exceptions) we get up
from our seats
to wash after
Kiddush
is
done. Since there
will
anyway
be
a significant break
between Kiddush and
the meal, we also say
“Vayechulu”
standing
up, which, as mentioned
above, has advantages of
its own.

Ma’aseh Rav vs.
Explicit Ruling
Now that we are
better informed on
this expansive topic, we can
go back to our dilemma about
the Vilna Gaon’s stance on the
subject. In the Sefer B’aliyos
Eliyahu,21 the author writes that
Rav Tzvi Hirsch, the Av Beis Din
of Otilan, told him that he once
saw Rav Chaim Volozhin, the
outstanding disciple of
the Vilna Gaon, making
Havdalah standing up.
Rav Tzvi Hirsch knew
that the Gaon, in his
sefer, ruled that Havdalah
should be said sitting down, but he
did not have the chutzpah to ask Rav
Chaim why he conducted himself
otherwise.

17. 271:47.
18. As written in the abovementioned Igros
Moshe.

20. 271:12.

19. Vol. I, siman 125.

21. Ma’alos Hasulam, end of footnote 13, 16b.
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One day, Rav Tzvi Hirsch was
present when Rav Chaim was learning
Bi’urei Ha’Gra. Rav Chaim commented
to him, “You should know that the
Gaon actually wrote his work as
notes for himself, to remember the
different Halachic approaches and
their sources.” In other words, it may
not be the definitive Halachic position
of the Vilna Goan. This was Rav Tzvi
Hirsch’s opportunity to ask why Rav
Chaim stood for Havdalah, when the
Gaon explicitly wrote, “V’chen ikar,”
which sounds like a clear ruling to sit.
Rav Chaim immediately responded,
“I myself saw the Gaon stand for
Havdalah, and I do the same.”

Understanding the Gaon
How can we explain why the Vilna
Gaon stood for Havdalah, contrary
to his apparent ruling? There are a
number of possibilities:
One option is that when he was
seen standing, it was when he was
making Havdalah for himself. In fact,
he still rules like the Tosafos and the
Shulchan Aruch, but only when the
mavdil is being motzi others in the
mitzvah. When he is fulfilling his
own obligation only, standing is fine,
and perhaps even preferred, since by
Havdalah, there is no issue of Kiddush
b’makom se’udah to consider, and, as
mentioned above, standing has its
own particular advantages.
Another option can be understood
if we go back and reexamine the
words of the Tosafos: The Tosafos
questioned how the mavdil who is
standing can be motzi his listeners
in “yayin v’Havdalah.” In addition to
the obligation of hearing Havdalah,
it was also customary then for the
listeners to drink from the Havdalah
wine. As we discussed, the Tosafos
suggests that since the listeners’
common obligation cements them
as a group for purposes of executing
their mitzvah of Havdalah, even when

they are standing, kavi nami
akula milsa, perhaps it unifies
them for everything, including
the berachah of borei pri hagofen.
In the end, Tosafos rejects
this explanation, concluding that
when the mavdil and listeners
are standing, the mavdil cannot
be motzi them in the berachah of
borei bri hagofen, since they are
under no obligation to drink, and
therefore, there is no common
obligation binding them together
for the berachah.
According to the Beis Meir,22
this is the key to the dichotomy
of the Gaon. When there will be
someone else drinking from the
kos havdalah, the Gaon agrees
that “v’chen ikar,” the mavdil
should sit down in order to be
motzi his listener with the borei
pri ha’gofen as well. But if there
will be no one else drinking
from the kos shel berachah, then
the mavdil can stand, and that
was precisely the case when
the Gaon was seen making
Havdalah standing. This would
not contradict his ruling in
accordance with Tosafos.
Apparently, the Vilna Gaon
and Rav Chaim Volozhin did not
follow the custom of having all
the listeners drink from the cup
of wine, but rather held that the
mavdil should drink the whole
thing. Indeed many poskim hold23
that only the mavdil should

22. O.C. 296.
23. Magen Avraham 296:4 in the name of
the Shibolei Leket; see Mishnah Berurah
ibid, se’if katan 6, where he brings a
reason for this. The abovementioned
Beis Meir wrote the reason according to
his approach – that we do not rely on his
ability to be motzi others in the berachah
of borei pri hagofen when standing, and
therefore the minhag was established for
the mavdil to drink the entire cup of wine
and not to give any to others.

partake of the wine.
The Kaf Hachaim24 did not like
that explanation. He said that
since the takanah of Chazal is
to make Havdalah on wine, even
if nobody else is drinking, the
mavdil is considered everyone’s
agent for the wine too. Rav
Ovadiah Yosef25 challenges the
Kaf Hachayim’s opinion, and
upholds the above explanation.

Evolution of a Minhag

Best wishes for a

ח‚ כ˘ר ו˘מח

Now let us see how the
Sephardim and the Ashkenazim
conduct themselves in practice.
Regarding the Sephardim, one
might assume that there can be
no question. The author of the
Shulchan Aruch, their ultimate
posek, took a clear stance:
Tosafos said to sit, so sit!

Look for the

Kosher L'Pesach seal
on many varieties of
Pepsi products available in the
New York metropolitan area

The problem is that the
Sephardic poskim also give great
weight to Kabbalistic sources.
The Arizal and sifrei kabbalah26
point out the virtues of standing,
at least for Kiddush, as a sign of
honor to the King. So, in essence,
we have a clash here between
the Kabbalistic sources and the
ruling of the Shulchan Aruch.
How do the poskim deal with this
head-on collision?
The Levush Mordechai27 wrote
that even though chachmei
kabbalah believe one should
make Kiddush standing, his
practice is to say “Vayechulu”
standing, and then sit down to
say the berachah of “Borei pri
hagofen” and Kiddush to the

24. 296:40.
25. Shu”t Yechaveh Da’as, Vol. 4, siman 26.
26. Sha’ar Hakavanos 70:4; Pri Eitz
Chayim 18:14.
27. Mahadura Tinyana, Y.D., end of siman
44.
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end, because he wants to be motzi his
family also with the berachah of “Borei
pri hagofen.” The bottom line is that
the Levush Mordechai maintains that
one should not follow the chachmei
kabbalah when their practice goes
against the standard understanding.
The Ben Ish Chai,28 on the other
hand, says to stand up for Havdalah,
because in Eretz Yisrael, the minhag
evolved not to sit. The Chacham
Tzvi said they would stand for both
Havdalah and Kiddush, not in keeping
with either ruling of the Shulchan
Aruch.
On that, Rav Ovadiah says that in
his opinion, the more correct practice
is to sit for Havdalah, and to stand just
by Kiddush, to follow the words of the
Arizal (even though he contradicts the
Shulchan Aruch.)

Guests or Family?
Rav Ovadiah then offers a new
angle to the question by citing a
machlokes in Yerushalmi.29 The
Mishnah says that in order for one
person to be motzi the others, such as
for Kiddush and Havdalah, everybody
has to sit down, to create a kevi’us,
a set group. The question which
Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi and Rabbi
Chiya differ on is if that statement of
the Mishnah was intended only for
guests at the table, while family is
automatically considered part of the
set group, or if the Mishnah meant to
apply it even to family members.
Based on this discussion, Rav
Ovadiah suggests that the mekadesh
and mavdil would only have to sit if
guests are present whose obligation
is being fulfilled by his berachah. But
if the host asks every rosh beis av, the
father of each family, to make his own
Kiddush, each family is automatically

included with the father’s Kiddush,
even if they are not sitting.

Latter Day Poskim
The Brisker Rav zt’l was known
to have made Havdalah standing,
which is fascinating, considering that
we pointed out the inference of the
Rambam that other than leil Sukkos,
it is always preferable to sit, and
the world of Brisk is usually closely
aligned with the Rambam.
The Steipler Gaon zt’l and
the Chazon Ish zt’l both had the
interesting minhag of having the
mavdil sit while all the listeners
stood. At kiddush, on the other hand,
they sat all the way through, from
“Va’yechulu.”

Everyone is Right…
My Chassidishe Zeide stood for the
entire Kiddush, but at the same time
had all the menfolk make Kiddush.
He maintained that “Mitzvah bo yoser
mi’shelucho,”30 there was value in
each person personally executing the
Kiddush obligation for himself and his
family. In retrospect, he was relying on
the opinion of the Yerushalmi, which
renders every family automatically
yotze with the father’s Kiddush. In that
case, neither the mekadesh nor the
listeners would have to sit. (The Ohr
Zarua31 uses a similar line of logic.)
Conversely, my father’s minhag is
to make Kiddush sitting down, but at
the same time, he believes that “B’rov
am hadras melech,”32 it is better to
have one person make Kiddush for the
entire crowd. Logically then, everyone
has to sit in order to form a single,
cohesive unit.

30. Kiddushin 41a.
31. Vol. I, end of siman 150.
32. Mishlei 14:28. See Berachos 53a, that for this
reason, it is better for one person to make the
berachah (of borei me’orei ha’eish) and be motzi
everyone.

28. Parshas Vayetze, os 21.
29. Berachos 6:6.
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One important caveat: The
Mishnah Berurah33 states very clearly
that even if we embrace the opinion
that the mekadesh and listeners may
stand up, that certainly does not mean
that they can mill around and wander
from one end of the room to the other.
Rather, they should stand by the table,
concentrate, and have conscious
intent to fulfill their obligation with
the berachah of the mekadesh. The
Shmiras Shabbos K’hilchasah34 adds
that one should try to be in the same
room as the mekadesh.
In
conclusion,
the
Shelah
Hakadosh35 offers a beautiful
explanation of the minhag of reciting
Kiddush standing. When a kallah is
ready to receive her kiddushin, she
stands, and everybody around stands
up in her honor. So too, when we
consecrate our bond with the “kallah
ha’elyonah,” the divine Shabbos kallah,
by reciting the Kiddush, we should
stand in her honor.
Sit or stand, stand or sit, whatever
the custom of our fathers in Kiddush
and Havdalah, the ultimate purpose is
to sanctify the Shabbos properly upon
its arrival and departure. May we be
zocheh to welcome the Shabbos kallah
as she deserves!

33. 271:46.
34. In ch. 47, se’if 34, he writes that one can be
motzi someone who is in the next room if that
is where he will eat the se’udah. In the footnote,
however, he quotes the Toras Shabbos (273:8)
who prohibits doing so l’chatchilah, and says
that if the person has in mind to eat in the
room where the mekadesh is making Kiddush,
halachah requires him to be in that room for
Kiddush. See Shemiras Shabbos K’hilchasah ch.
54, se’if 9 for details of these halachos. See also
ch. 47, fn 138, where he writes that even if the
listener is in the same room and sitting at the
table, it is proper l’chatchilah that he should be
in the seat where he will be sitting for the meal
and should not change seats after Kiddush.
35. Aseres Hadibros, Shabbos, os 163-164.

KOF-K Community Advisory

Carbon
Monoxide
—THE SILENT, INVISIBLE KILLER
In anticipation of the upcoming Yomim Tovim
please be especially aware of a potential household danger:
Carbon monoxide – an odorless, colorless and tasteless gas that can invade your home and poison your loved ones
– unless you take proper precautions. It can be produced by burning apparatus (i.e. gas stoves, ovens, gas or wood
burning fireplaces), as the product of incomplete combustion. Fumes can build up in enclosed areas that lack
adequate ventilation.
Incomplete combustion – a frequent result of low stove flames over Shabbos or worse, over a two-three day Yom Tov.
Inefficient gas furnaces and water heaters also allow for gas leakage and are very DANGEROUS.
The key safety words are detection, ventilation and quick reaction!
■DETECTION – install a CO detector, keep it in good repair and DON'T
disconnect for Shabbos or Yom Tov. Test monthly – change the battery every six
months ! Have your gas oven/stove inspected to verify that there is no leakage from
any of the parts.
■REACTION – If you suspect gas leakage and/or signs of Carbon Monoxide
poisoning – (Symptoms include headache, dizziness, nausea, vomiting, confusion
and reddened skin.) DON’T WAIT! Dial 911 immediately – yes even on Shabbos or
Yom Tov and get out of the house to fresh air.
■VENTILATION – After determining that the flame is burning properly,
one must still provide adequate ventilation However, ventilation alone
is not adequate protection against a faulty burning stove. Keep a
window slightly open to allow for fresh air – regardless of the
escape of heating/air conditioning! The stove flame should
remain the right color and not waiver.
Last Shavuos , two separate CO poisoning incidents were reported in
a New Jersey community alone:
•20 families in one apartment building were evaluated by
emergency services when the fire department detected unsafe
levels of CO in the building

For more information,
please visit the
KOF-K website

www.kof-k.org

•12 people at a private residence were rushed to the hospital
emergency room, after very high levels of gas were found in
their home and many of them were presenting with carbon
monoxide poisoning symptoms

If you can use an electric hot plate, crock pot or warming tray for Shabbos and Yom Tov – do it!

If not, use your gas appliances responsibly! Your family's health is at stake!

Rav Shlomo Gissinger,
shlit'a
Chaver Bais Din
Vaad L’Mishmeres Kashrus
KOF-K Kosher Supervision

Pesach -Z’man Cheiruseinu - is
quickly approaching. We are all
anxiously and impatiently awaiting
the arrival of the Seder nights in all
their glory. The entire family - father,
mother and children - sitting around
the lavishly laden table - discussing
in depth the very foundation of our
emunah – YETZIAS MITZRAYIM. Our
anticipation grows stronger with
every passing day. It’s unbearable we can no longer wait!!! Or can we??
I must sadly admit that I’ve heard
people say, “Pesach is unbearable”,
“It’s too hard”, “Not worth the work”.
If my previous description of the seder
doesn’t seem to match yours - perhaps
you’re doing something wrong. I must
elaborate a bit and I will occasionally
quote and draw from the writings of
HaRav HaGaon Rav Chaim Pinchos
Scheinberg, SHLITA.
Obviously, the primary problem
is the pre-Pesach cleaning, cleaning,
and more cleaning. Unfortunately,
24
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the average housewife does 75% more
cleaning than is required according to
the halacha. Spring cleaning should
be done after Pesach.
The following items need not
be washed for Pesach: Windows,
walls, carpets, ceilings, doors, and
doorknobs.
Linens, bedspreads,
curtains, towels, fresh dish towels.
For those who sell their Chometz
- all pots, pans, dishes, flatware,
appliances (e.g. mixer, grinder, toaster,
microwave etc.) and toys, which are
being stored away for Pesach, do not
require cleaning.
The closet/room where Chometz
and/or utensils are being locked
up does not need to be cleaned for
Pesach. Rather, merely take a quick
assessment of the approx. amount of
Chometz present there so that it may
be properly listed among items being
sold as Chometz.
Before beginning specific halachos
regarding the preparation of the

home and kitchen for Pesach I wish to
make it clear that I have no intention
of abolishing Minhagim which have
been passed down by Klal Yisroel from
generation to generation. After all,
the Shulchan Aruch and later poskim
commend Chumros (stringencies)
for Pesach because Yisroel Kadoshim
Heim. Nevertheless, some practices
adopted by women today are not
an actual continuation of those
minhagim. Furthermore, one is not
permitted to perform stringencies
when they infringe upon and
undermine basic Torah obligations.
For example, as stated above, women
are obligated in all the mitzvos of
the Seder as men are. They also have
the mitzvah of Simchas Yom Tov
enjoying the Chag. How can these be
accomplished when they are totally
washed out, exhausted and too tense
to even maintain a conversation?! We
must maintain our priorities!
Note: The rationale for some of

the halachos stated below is based
on the following premise; The
obligation to search for and destroy
Chometz applies to Chometz which is
the size of one complete k’zayis (i.e.
approx. the volume of one
ounce. A standard whiskey
cup holds one ounce) or
more. According to some
opinions even less than
a k’zayis is problematic
unless it is rendered unfit
for human consumption.
In
consideration
of
that opinion, I have

recommended,
not required, (where
applicable) to apply an ammonia/
water solution to the Chometz thus
rendering it inedible. Do not confuse
this with halacha with the more
stringent issur of consuming Chometz.
Clothing: Pockets of adult
clothing (i.e. specifically those
which during the year may have
occasionally contained Chometz) and
all children’s clothing which will be
worn on Pesach should be emptied
of food and crumbs. Alternatively,
if one resolves not to put any food
in pockets during Pesach - follow
the rules in the following sentence
regarding other clothing.
Pockets of other clothing – (not
to be worn on Pesach) need only be
frisked for either edible crumbs of

Chometz (not little crumbs mixed
with lint and dust) or a “considerable
amount” of Chometz.
Note: a “considerable amount”
equals a k’zayis. Should one decide
on Pesach to wear clothing whose
pockets were not thoroughly cleaned
- food may not be put into those
pockets. Note: Clothing which will
not be worn on Pesach and will be
in a sealed closet and sold with the
Chometz - need not be checked at all.

longer considered Chometz. The
toys may be dried and used as is. 2)
Toys which can not be immersed
in water can either be wiped with a
sponge moistened with the ammonia
solution as above, or the Chometz
must be removed. Note: Any toys not
being used on Pesach need not to be
checked but rather they may be sold
with the Chometz.
Seforim/Books: Since the only
crumbs that might be present in
Seforim or books are less than a
k’zayis, these items do not have to be
cleaned for Pesach. However, care
must be taken not to place them on
areas where food is placed (e.g. tables,
countertops etc.). Nevertheless, to
avoid any problems, Seforim/books
which commonly have crumbs in
them (e.g. Bentchers, etc.) should
be cleaned or sealed away with the
Chometz.

Toys: a) Only those toys which
may contain a “considerable amount”
of Chometz must be cleaned of same.
b) Toys which don’t usually contain
a “considerable amount” of Chometz
but rather have small particles of
slightly dirty Chometz stuck to
them, may be used as is on
Pesach. c) In the rare case
that the small particles of
Chometz appear to be in
For a complete Pesach cleaning
edible condition - although
guide based on the rulings of
according to the view of most
HaRav HaGaon Rav Chaim Pinchos
poskim, the toys may be used
Scheinberg, zt'l contact the KOF-K
as is - care must be taken
201-837-0500 ext 135.
not to place those toys on
areas
where
food is placed (e.g.
tables,
countertops
etc). Furthermore, as
stated above, some
poskim rule that in
this case the Chometz
adhering to the toys
should be rendered
inedible. This may be
accomplished in the
following
manner;
1) Waterproof toys
may be soaked (in the
tub) in the ammonia
solution for a short
time and then rinsed.
By doing so, any
WINNER WINNER
Chometz which may
PASSOVER DINNER!
have been stuck to
Exotic Sauce Packaging, Inc.
the toys becomes
inedible and is no
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From Our Family To Yours

Happy Passover!

When it comes to bringing you a wide selection of the finest
Kosher for Passover products, your Bergenfield Pathmark is the
only place to shop.
We've stocked our store with all of your favorites for the holiday.
For Pesach don’t miss our great Kosher for Passover selection,
including everything from Shmura Matzo to Glatt Kosher meat.
Visit our extensive kosher section for our delicious fresh
rotisserie chicken, salads, deli and prepared foods. We are
proud to be KOF-K certified for Passover and all year round. We
look forward to serving you at the Bergenfield Pathmark. Make
sure to see our weekly circular for featured specials.
Chag Kasher V’Sameach
Your neighborhood supermarket
You can visit us at our other retail locations for all your Kosher needs

apfreshonline.com

waldbaums.com

pathmark.com

thefoodemporium.com

HALACHICALLY SPEAKING
Written by

Rabbi Moishe Dovid Lebovits
Recorder of KOF-K Policy
Rabbinic Administrator

“All these bags are from your Pesach grocery shopping?” asked Bubby, wideeyed.
“That’s not all. I have another few bags in the trunk,” panted her daughter Dinah.
“And these are just the dry groceries. The meat and dairy orders are separate.”
“My, my. I remember when all you could buy for Pesach were the absolute
basics — sugar, oil, potato starch, and maybe some macaroons,” reminisced Bubby.
“Everything else — we made ourselves, or did without.”
“It’s a new world,” said Dinah. Now, you can buy virtually everything Kosher
for Pesach.”
“Everything but pizza and granola,” laughed Bubby.
“You’d be surprised,” countered Dinah, pulling a box out of one of the bags.
“Look, a new product I found on the shelf – Pesach-style Granola!”
“Now I’ve seen everything,” sighed Bubby.

New Products, New Berachah
Dilemmas
The kosher food industry in
general, and the Kosher for Pesach
market in particular, does not rest
on its laurels for long. Every new
season brings with it new, innovative

products to feed the hungry hordes.
After all, can we expect our pampered
generation to manage a full week
without the delicacies to which they
are accustomed…?
A newcomer to the Pesach market
this year is a Kof-K certified product
F O OD

called “Matzolah.” This product is
made with matzoh, sugar, and nuts,
baked to a tasty crispiness. For all
those who are hooked on their daily
breakfast of crunchy granola, this will
fill an important void. The question
is: What berachah do we make on
this creative concoction? Hamotzi?
Mezonos? Or do we just give up and
settle for eating it in the course of a
meal?

Crispy Dough Products
Before addressing the question of
what berachah to make on Matzolah,
we first need to clarify the berachah for
matzoh. “The berachah for matzoh?!”
you may ask in wonderment.
“Everyone knows that on matzoh we
say ‘hamotzi.’ It even says so in the
Hagaddah!” Not so simple!
The first term we must define
F OR
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minhag of most Sephardim is to say
mezonos on matzoh all year round,
when they regard matzoh as no more
than a “big cracker,” and hamotzi only
on Pesach.8

before we examine this issue is “pas
haba b’kisnin,”1 food which is not
bread but is in the bread family. There
are three halachic definitions for this
term, but we will focus on the third,
which is most relevant to our topic:
Rav Hai Gaon, in the name of
the Aruch, says that pas
haba b’kisnin is a dough
that has been baked in
a manner that causes it
to become very hard.2
Crackers and breadsticks3
fall into this category.4
Although these items are
made from precisely the
same ingredients as bread,
due to their appearance
and texture, they are not
eaten as bread during a
meal,5 and therefore, the
berachah is mezonos.6

say hamotzi on matzoh is because
they do not consider matzoh to be in
the category Rav Hai Gaon defined as
pas haba b’kisnin.11

An interesting question arises for
Sephardim regarding leftover matzoh
after Pesach. All week long, they
recited hamotzi on these
matzos. What berachah
do they say “the morning
after”?
Many
poskim
maintain that the berachah
for Sephardim indeed
reverts to mezonos,12 while
others say that the din of
Matzo granola
hamotzi remains as long
breakfast
as the Pesach matzohs
and nosh
last.13 On motza’ei Pesach,
Available
however, everyone agrees
Passover and
that even a Sephardi would
year-round!
say hamotzi on matzoh if
he is kove’a seudah.14

The Ashkenazic custom, on the
other hand, is to recite hamotzi on
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1. Refer to Shulchan Aruch 168:7.

Shevet Halevi 1:205, p. 270.

2. See V’zos Haberachah, birurim 39.

8. Divrei Chachamim p. 70:174; Ohr L’zion
2:12:3; Yalkut Yosef 3, pp. 126-127:3; Teshuvos
V’hanhagos 3:73.

3. V’sein Berachah p. 468; The Laws of Berachos
p. 238.

6. Beis Yosef 168; Darchei Moshe 2; Shulchan A
ruch168:7; Levush 6; Aruch Hashulchan 25.

9. Chelek Levi 152; Da’as Torah 168:10; Pischei
Halachah 8:12; Birchos Hanehenin pp. 100-101;
V’ha’ish Mordechai pp. 235-236; Yechaveh Da’as
3:12; Teshuvos V’hanhagos 3:73; Avnei Yushfeh
1:39:5; Binyan Shalom pp. 230-231; Shevet Halevi
7:27; Birchos Hashem O.C. 1:61; Rivevos Ephraim
6:234; Shalmei Mo’ed p. 344; Chazon Ovadiah
(Berachos) p. 61.

7. Ginas Veradim (Gan Hamelech) 64;
Maharsham 2:12; Binyan Shalom pp. 230-232;

10. Beis David 70; Az Nidberu 14:29:2; Teshuvos
V’hanhagos 3:73; V’sein Berachah p. 466.

4. Refer to Kashrus Kurrents from the Star-K.
5. Magen Avraham 17; Machtzis Hashekel 27.
Be’er Heiteiv 13; Pri Megadim M.Z. 8; Eishel
Avraham 17; Elya Rabbah 15; Mishnah Berurah
36; Kaf Hachayim 62.
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halachah of bread which has been
altered in status.

11. Eishel Avraham Butchatch 168; Tzitz Eliezer
11:19; Minchas Yitzchak 1:71; Binyan Shalom pp.
230-232.
12. Machzik Berachah 158:5; Yechaveh Da’as
3:12; Ohr L’zion ibid, fn 3; Halichos Shlomo
Mo’adim 2:10:20; Da’as Torah 168:7; Chazon
Yeshayah (Berachos) p. 61.
13. Beis David 70, 83; Kaf Hachayim 158:43.
14. Ohr L’zion ibid; see also Sha’arei Haberachah
p. 605.
15. Beis Avi 5:12.

Halachah takes a number of factors
into consideration in determining
when bread loses its status as bread
for purposes of the berachah:
•Size – Is the new product composed
of pieces larger or smaller than a
k’zayis?
•Appearance – Does the new product
retain the appearance of bread or is it
unrecognizable?
•Mode of preparation – Were the
bread pieces cooked, fried, or baked?
Were they soaked in eggs or hot
water or combined with honey or
sugar?
•Intent – Was the bread originally
prepared with the intention of using
it to create a snack product, such as
croutons?

Weighing in the Factors
A slice of bread which is toasted
whole, though it may acquire a
different taste and a new color, retains
the status of bread and the berachah
of hamotzi.16 That is a rather openshut case, since it fails the “changeof-status test” on all four counts: The
size is greater than a k’zayis, the toast
retains the appearance of bread, the
slice has been baked (toasted) only,
without any further manipulation,
and the item was originally baked
with no other intention than to serve
as bread.
The halachic plot thickens
when the bread is dealt with more
aggressively. Cooking bread products
or soaking them in a kli rishon until
they lose their original appearance,
known in halachah as chavitzah,
effectively changes the status of
the item to a mezonos, but this is
contingent on the pieces being smaller

than a k’zayis and the new product
losing the appearance of bread.

the knaidlach recipe generally calls for
oil and eggs as well).24

The same applies if pieces of
bread are not cooked, but are rather
stuck together with honey or soup.
If the conglomerate is a k’zayis, the
berachah remains hamotzi, even if
it no longer has the appearance of
bread.17 If the conglomerate does not
amount to a k’zayis, then the berachah
is hamotzi only if the product retains
the appearance of bread. Otherwise,
the product is mezonos,18 and even if
one was kove’a seudah on these items,
as long as there is less than a k’zayis,
there would be no obligation to wash
or bentch.19

The poskim debate whether frying
is considered cooking.25 Deep frying
definitely is equivalent to cooking
and would render the bread item a
mezonos, if the piece is less than a
k’zayis.26 Lightly fried items remain
hamotzi.27 In the case of French
toast for example, if the pieces are
larger than a k’zayis, the berachah
would be hamotzi, even though the
bread has been mixed with eggs and
milk. If the pieces are smaller, and
there is a significant amount of oil
used for frying, the berachah would
be mezonos.28 Similarly, matzoh brei,
made of small pieces of matzoh
soaked in egg and then fried, should
ostensibly be a mezonos. However,
since the amount of oil used for
this purpose is often just enough to
prevent burning, it is preferable to eat
this item after washing on something
that is definitely hamotzi.29

Cook, Fry, or Bake
As we mentioned, if a bread item is
smaller than a k’zayis and is cooked,
even if the bread appearance remains,
the berachah is mezonos, because it is
considered a cooked dish, not a bread
product. 20 The question is: What is
considered “cooked” for this purpose?
In order for a bread item to be
considered cooked, it must be placed
in a utensil on the fire21 or which has
just been removed from the fire.22
Placing it in a kli sheini or pouring
water onto it from a kli rishon is not
sufficient to deem it cooked.23 For
example, knaidlach comprised of
matzoh meal and a small amount of
water, cooked in liquid in a pot on the
fire would be mezonos (and that would
certainly be the case nowadays, when

17. Refer to Prishah 168:4.
18.
See Berachos 37b; Rosh 6:10; Tur 168;
Beis Yosef, Bach, SA 168:10; Levush 10; Magen
Avraham 168:27; Mishnah Berurah 56.
19. Mishnah Berurah 168:57.

24.
Taz 168:8; Shulchan Aruch Harav 12;
Birchos Hanehenin 2:15; Chayei Adam 54:12;
Kitzur Shulchan Aruch 48:9; Mishnah Berurah
94; Aruch Hashulchan 24: Ketzos Hashulchan
48:10;Badei 30; Birchos Habayis 8:13; V’zos
Haberachah p. 26; V’ha’ish Mordechai pp. 258259; Magen Avraham 28; Sha’arei Haberachah
16; fn 90.
25. See Mishnah Berurah 168:56; Sha’ar Hatziyun
168:52; Shoneh Halachos 168:32.
26. Birchos Hanehenin; Shulchan Aruch Harav
2:12; V’zos Haberachah p. 25.
27. Rema 168:14; Mishnah Berurah 69.

20. Ibid 168:49.
21. Magen Avraham 168:25; Mishnah Berurah
52.
16. Kaf Hachayim 168:66; Binyan Shalom p.
229; V’sein Berachah p. 467:fn 17, quoting the
opinion of Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l;
see V’ha’ish Mordechai, p 265.

When the bread product is
mixed with other ingredients and
then baked, rather than cooked,
the resultant berachah situation is
more complex. Even if the bread was
broken into pieces smaller than a
k’zayis before being combined with

22. Ketzos Hashulchan 48:28.
23.
Magen Avraham 168:25; Be’er Heiteiv
22; Mishnah Berurah 51; Pre Megadim Eishel
Avraham 25; Birchas Habayis 8:4.
F O OD

28. V’sein Berachah p. 471; V’zos Haberachah
p. 25.
29. Harav Yisrael Belsky shlita; see Chazon Ish
26:9; Shevet Halevi 7:27; Minchas Asher pp. 4446; V’zos Haberachah p. 25, V’ha’ish Mordechai
pp. 259-261; Shalmei Mo’ed p. 344; Avnei Yushfeh
1:39:2.
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the other ingredients, baking it may
turn it back into a bread item.30 In
the case of challah kugel, it may be
sufficient to make it taste very sweet,
with an abundance of raisins, sugar,
etc.31 Some say that if the challah is
not cooked, it should be soaked for
a half hour before combining with
other ingredients in order for it to
definitely lose the appearance of
bread, and render the final product an
unquestionable mezonos.32

State Your Intentions
A popular bread item that touches
on almost all the factors we have been
discussing is croutons. These crisp
squares are a common enhancement
for soups and salads. But what
berachah do they require?
There are actually many types of
croutons on the market. The small
yellow croutons, for example, are
not made of pieces of bread, and
in addition, are deep fried. Hence,
they definitely require a berachah of
mezonos and are not relevant to our
discussion.33
Other croutons, however, are made
from actual bread. We have said that
when a piece of bread smaller than
a k’zayis is deep fried, its berachah
is mezonos even if it retains the
appearance of bread. Conversely, if it
is baked or lightly fried (not immersed
in oil) it remains hamotzi.
There are two types of croutons
on the market which are made from
small, square pieces of bread. The
flavored types of croutons, white or
dark, are generally deep fried, and

30. See Minchas Asher pp. 48-51 in depth.
31. Harav Yisrael Belsky shlita; opinion of
Harav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt”l (V’sein
Berachah p. 475:fn. 44, Teshuvos p. 10:10); see
Pnei Hashulchan p. 53.

therefore require a mezonos.34 The
ones that are larger (though still
smaller than a k’zayis) are baked,
and accordingly, their berachah is
hamotzi.35 If croutons were fried in
oil, but not enough to deem them
deep fried, one should eat them only
in a meal where he has washed for
bread, to avoid berachah problems.36
Many people mistakenly pronounce a
mezonos on the larger type of croutons
when found in a salad, even though
they are definitely not deep fried, and
this is incorrect; the berachah remains
hamotzi.
Some poskim maintain that if when
making the dough and baking the
bread, one has intention for the final
product to be pas haba b’kisnin, i.e., a
crouton or snack item, the berachah is
mezonos. Based on this view, there are
those who suggest that if croutons are
not made from standard bread, but
rather from dough specifically baked
for this purpose, the berachah would
be mezonos.37 Others maintain that if
the product looks like bread, intention
makes no difference in determining
the berachah and it is unquestionably
hamotzi.

Back to Matzolah
Now that we have a panoramic
view of the complex mezonos/ hamotzi
issue in regard to bread and matzoh
products, we can apply each of our
insights to the new kosher for Pesach
granola look-alike called “Matzolah.”
As we said, in manufacturing

34. Based on a discussion with a rabbinical
coordinator at the OU who explained the
metzi’us; see Sha’arei Haberachah p. 684, fn 669.
35. Laws of Berachos p. 366; Sha’arei Haberachah
p. 355:44; V’zos Haberachah p. 122. Based on a
discussion with a rabbinical coordinator at the
OU, Old London and Savion are Hamotzi.

32. Harav Yisrael Belsky shlita.

36.
V’zos Haberachah p. 122; Sha’arei
Haberachah p. 684, fn 669.

33. See Pnei Hashulchan p. 50; Haberachah
V’hilchosav p. 152: fn 13.

37. Refer to Sha’arei Haberachah p. 364; see
Mekor Berachah 9.
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Matzolah, whole matzoh is ground
into smaller pieces which are smaller
than a k’zayis. This satisfies the first of
our four determinant factors – size.
The ground matzoh is then
mixed with hot sugar and nuts and
the combination baked in the oven.
Here, the status is not so clear. Does
this process qualify as chavitzah and
render the product a mezonos? Since
the pieces are not cooked on the fire
or even soaked in a kli rishon, and
the product is still recognizable as
matzoh, one may well argue that the
berachah remains hamotzi. On the
other hand, others maintain that by
grinding the matzoh and adding the
hot sugar, the product loses its bread
appearance, and since the pieces are
smaller than a k’zayis, the berachah
should be mezonos.
Yet another halachic voice
points out that the matzoh which
is ground up to make Matzolah is
originally baked for the purpose
of manufacturing this snack food.
According to the lenient opinion
cited above, this would change the
berachah to mezonos.

Count Your Blessings!
The shelves may be transformed by
a dazzling array of new Pesach items,
but the classic halachic issues remain
unchanged. Though our lifestyle
may differ widely from Bubby’s time,
halachah applies equally to every
generation and every menu, from
borscht to matzoh bagels and all the
way down to the newest addition —
Matzolah.
Hamotzi or mezonos? A light
snack or a “wash and bentch” meal?
Whatever halachah requires of us,
we will do, and with each carefully
recited berachah, we will count our
blessings that we have the Torah and
the Shulchan Aruch to guide our steps.
A happy and kosher Pesach to all!

Learn the warning

זריזים
מקדימים
!למצוות

signs of a stroke

and act FAST!
FACE: Ask the person to smile.

Does one side of the face droop?

ARMS: Ask the person to raise both arms.
Does one arm drift downwards?

SPEECH: Ask the person to repeat a simple phrase.
Are the words slurred or strange?

TIME: If you observe ANY of these signs of stroke,
call for an ambulance immediately!

3 TIPS THAT CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE:
(1) Stroke can happen to anyone, at any age! If you notice any of these
signs – even in a child, call an ambulance immediately!
(2) Do not wait to see if you feel better or lie down for a rest!
Time is of the essence and you must get to a hospital right away!
(3) “Taking an aspirin is not advised during a stroke” (American Heart Association)
•Expert advice & referrals •Crisis Counselling
•Insurance & Financial Help •Support Groups
•Vocational Services •Patient Advocacy
•Resource Center
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